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The CAA
Instrument Landing System . .

First complete technical details of blind landing system officially adopted for civil aviation
in U. S. Installation program is under way and will be accelerated after the war. Part I

covers theoretical aspects and runway localizer circuits

THE following is a description of
the radio instrument landing

system which has been adopted by
the Civil Aeronautics Administra-
tion for use throughout the United
States by civil aviation. The instal-
lation program is already under
way, although it will not attain its
full volume until after the war.

The function of any ideal instru-
ment landing system is to permit
the pilot of an airplane to land his
craft safely without benefit of
visual contact with the ground dur-
ing any part of the landing pro-
cedure. The advantages of being
able to do this are obvious and the
problem has long been recognized.
Many and varied solutions have
been proposed but all are based on
the use of radio in some form.

Basic Requirements

Long experience with other radio
aids to air navigation has shown
that an instrument landing system
for general use should meet certain
basic requirements-the first being
that of dependability. By this is
meant that the information re-
ceived from the facility by the pilot
must be trustworthy and accurate.
It is better to have no facility at all
than a questionable one. The sec-
ond requirement is that the facility
shall be capable of being operated
and maintained by personnel with-
out extensive radio engineering
training. Failure to meet this re-
quirethent has, in fact, been largely
responsible for delay in adoption of
instrument landing by this agency.
Another requirement is that the
equipment shall comprise few, if
any, parts not easily available or
manufacturable. The fourth, and
by no means the least important, is

that the system shall impose a min-
imum of new work on the pilot.

This combination of require-
ments is quite stringent and diffi-
cult to meet. The system to be de-
scribed does not meet it fully, yet
it does so to a sufficient degree to
make it acceptable. Improvements
have already been, and will continue
to be made. As in all fields, research
produces sometimes a slow, some-
times a rapid-but always a prac-

The first of these radiates signals
which overlap and produce an equi-
signal zone (or course) aligned
with the axis of the runway. A
zero -center differential indicating
instrument in the cockpit will indi-
cate zero as long as the airplane is
in this zone, and will have deflec-
tions to the right or left as the craft
departs from on -course. The run-
way localizer operates in the fre-
quency band from 108 Mc to 111 Me.

Runway
locatizer

, Glide path localizer

'Boundary
marker

Direction of approach

Outer
marker.,

11--- Middle marker

FIG. 1-Arrangement of components of CAA instrument landing system on and
near a typical airport

tically continuous stream of im-
provements. The commercial prod-
uct must follow research discon-
tinuously, and adopt improvements
only after they have accumulated.

Main Elements of New System

The system adopted comprises
three main elements, arranged on
and about an airport essentially as
shown in Fig. 1:

(1) Runway localizer-to pro-
vide information relative to
the heading of the aircraft.

(2) Markers-to indicate dis-
tance from point of contact.

(3) Glide path localizer-to pro-
vide indication of altitude.

The second element comprises
two (sometimes three) low -powered
transmitters located at specified
distances from the point of con-
tact, along the extended axis of the
runway, and radiating sharply ver-
tical patterns. Each of these trans-
mitters operates a different colored
light in the airplane to permit the
pilot to identify the marker being
received. All markers operate at
75 Mc.

Equi-Signal Glide Path

The third element has only re-
cently been developed to a satisfac-
tory stage and is not yet being in-
stalled. It will therefore not be de -

116 Febreary 1945- ELECTRONICS



. . . Part I

By PETER CAPORALE
IC ri!linierilill
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It n..lrin/Ilrrn, L. C.

scribed in this paper, except by
stating that it, too, radiates two
overlapping signals to produce an
equi-signal zone or on -course. The
equi-signal surface is a vertical cir-
cular cone with the apex on the
antenna. The station is located to
one side of the runway so that the
vertical plane through the localizer
course cuts the cone parallel to but
not through the axis. The intersec-
tion of the plane and the cone is thus
a hyperbola. If the pilot were to
follow both the glide path course
and the localizer course, he would
actually be traveling along a por-
tion of this hyperbola. His position
in space would thus be absolutely
determined at all times during his
descent, and by properly controlling
the position and shape of the hyper-
bola, the aircraft could be brought
to a complete landing without ne-
cessity of seeing the ground.
Actually, the radiated patterns can
be modified so that the surface of
intersection is not exactly a right
circular cone, but is such as to re-
sult in a more or less straight line
glide path. It is anticipated that
this equipment will operate at a
frequency in the vicinity of 300 Mc.

An equi-signal glide path of this
type was experimentally set up by
Messrs. D. M. Stuart and J. C.
Hromada at the Indianapolis Ex-
perimental Station of the CAA in
1938. The results were completely
successful and tests, including
flight tests, showed the system to
be a practical one. For a number of
reasons, not all technical, it was
necessary to abandon this project,
and constant -intensity glide path
was then evolved which required
the aircraft to follow a path of con-
stant signal intensity. While the

Checking adjustment cf loop antenna system for runway localizer of newly
adopted CAA radio instrument landing system
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FIG. 3-Schematic diagram showing general arrangement of the first two pairs
of antenna circuits associated with the runway localizer
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scheme is technically feasible, it is
not practical because the actual
glide path depends on too many fac-
tors which are likely to vary, such
as receiver sensitivity, transmitter
power output, etc. This became very
evident after one or two trial in-
stallations and the scheme was
therefore abandoned.

Theory of Runway Localizer

The localizer radiates two types

of signals a modulated carrier
( from the so-called carrier an-
tenna) and a group of pure side -
bands corresponding to this modu-
lation ( from the sideband antenna).
The sidebands from the first signal
effectively combine (in the re-
ceiver) with the pure sideband sig-
nals and the overall received modu-
lation is due to both components.
The space pattern of the modula-
tion can be controlled by means of

both antennas, and this is done so
as to produce two different patterns
for the 90 -cps and 150 -cps modula-
tion frequencies.

The radiation patterns are made
highly directive, with the maximum
approximately ten degrees from the
course as shown in Fig. 2. The pur-
pose of this is to maintain as much
signal near the course as possible
and at the same time minimize the
off -course signal that might reach
buildings or other structures and
be reflected therefrom. Such re-
flections often are strong enough
to affect the patterns and cause so-
called multiple -course indications,
and course -bends. The pattern of the
carrier (about 110 Mc) is in fact
much less directional, as it should
be, since it is desired that the avc
in the aircraft receiver be operative
regardless of bearing with respect
to the transmitter.

To obtain the desired radiation
pattern, a linear array of radiators
is arranged with the axis perpen-
dicular to, and the center on the
axis of the runway. The array is
arranged in pairs, each symmet-
rical about the center. The radi-
ators are vertical magnetic doub-
lets (horizontal current loops) with
patterns circular in the horizontal
plane. The center pair, henceforth
called carrier pair, is operated in
phase with each other and fed with
normally modulated carrier. The
resulting radiation then contains
the carrier frequency and all of the
associated sidebands. Each of these
sidebands will, of course, have the
same space pattern as the carrier
(due to the negligible difference in
frequency between carrier pairs
and sideband pairs).

As is well known, the electric
field resulting from such a doub-
let has no components except in a
plane at right angles to the axis of
the doublet. In this case, the field
is therefore purely horizontal which
is of some practical advantage. For
example, vertical metallic supports,
lines, conduits, etc., inevitable in an
actual installation, do not absorb
any energy and therefore do not
observably distort the radiated pat-
tern. Furthermore, the coefficient
of reflection from large surfaces is
slightly less for horizontally polar-
ized waves --particularly if the an-
gle of incidence approaches the
value of Brewster's angle (which

III February 1945 - ELECTRONICS



in this case is of the order of 6.5°).
On the other hand, a number of
comparative tests of vertical as
well as horizontal arrays has
failed to demonstrate unequivocally
the superiority of one or the other
type of polarization. In view of
this and of the definite advantages
of vertical arrays in simplicity and
economy, the latter have not been
summarily dismissed from future
consideration.

The elements of each of the other
pairs (hereafter called sideband
pairs) are operated 180 degrees out
of phase and all elements on one
side of the center are in phase with
each other. All the sideband pairs
are, furthermore, fed in quadrature
with the carrier pair. Feed arrange-
ments for the carrier pair and the
first sideband pair are shown in
Fig. 3.

Since a further rotation of 90
degrees is inherent in the radiation
from the sideband pairs (see Ap-
pendix I), the resultant pattern will
be in phase (or 180 degrees out of
phase) with that radiated by the
carrier pair. The pattern for three
sideband pairs (the usual number
in a typical installation) is shown
in Fig. 2. There are only two lobes,
of opposite phase, and with nulls
along the direction of the course.
It is to be noted that the phase in

Quarter -wave transmission line transformers used as phasing controls to place
all sideband antenna pairs in phase with each other and in quadrature with the

carrier antenna pair of the runway localizer system

the pattern is independent of
azimuth except for the two rever-
sals at the nulls.

The pattern from the carrier
pair is likewise of constant phase.
The resultant pattern due to a com-
bination of the two therefore is
merely the algebraic sum. With the
proper choice of current ratios, the
resultant can be placed almost
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wholly on one side of the course line
with little or no radiation on the
other side, and the side of maxi-
mum radiation is that in which the
sideband lobe is in phase with the
pattern from the carrier pair. To
produce the modulation field pat-
terns of Fig. 2, the right-hand side -
band lobe is arranged to be in
phase with the carrier pattern in
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Building housing runway locallzer antennas and associated transmitter equipment

the case of the 90 -cps modulation,
and out of phase in the case of 150 -
cps modulation.

Course Clearance and Sharpness

There are several characteristics
of these patterns which are impor-
tant in the operation of the local-
izer. Figure 4 represents, in rectan-
gular coordinates, one quadrant of
the modulation field patterns shown
in polar form in Fig. 2. The ratio
of amplitudes of the two modulation
frequencies in any direction (in
decibels) is defined as clearance.
The clearance in a direction 1i de-
grees off course is defined as r -f
course sharpness. Along the course,
the clearance is obviously zero.
Course width is the zone within
which the clearance is less than some
maximum-arbitrarily chosen. Mul-
tiple courses are said to exist if the
clearance is zero in more than one
direction. Bends are said to exist
if the direction of zero clearance is
a function of the distance from the
antenna array.

Another form of course sharp-
ness depends on the receiving equip-
ment as well as the radiated pat-
tern. This may be termed a -f sharp-
ness and it is that which is observed
by the pilot on his indicating in-
strument. This is a differential in-
strument with deflections propor-
tional to the differences of the two
modulation voltages: D = K (C. -
C,,,), where K is a function of the
instrument itself. It is evident that
D depends not only on the ratio
C,/C,,, (the r -f course sharpness),
but also on the absolute values of
these voltages, so that the deflec-
tion for a given value of C./C,.,,

can be varied by adjusting the
audio gain of the receiver. This is
in fact done to standardize aircraft
equipment.

The discussion is devoted mainly
to clearance since this is a charac-
teristic of the transmitting system
only, and not of the receiving sys-
tem also, as a -f sharpness is. (Ac-
tually, the observed clearance is
also a function of the surrounding
terrain.)

In operation, it is important that
the clearance in all directions (ex-
cept on course) be adequate so as
to produce no multiples nor even the
impression that a course is being
approached. The importance of
proper course alignment is obvious
and the maintenance of proper
course width is equally important.
These factors are therefore moni-
tored continuously.

Description of Transmitter

Somewhat novel equipment ar-
rangements have been used to pro-
duce the results described above;
these are indicated in Fig. 5. Two

FIG. 8-Hybrid unit used with voice chan-
nel to give verbal instructions to incoming
pilots over runway localizer radio system

main sources of r -f power feed the
antenna array, one supplying modu-
lated carrier to the carrier pair of
loops (c) and one supplying pure
sideband energy to the sideband
pairs (s).

Modulated carrier power is ob-
tained from the output tank of a
200 -watt transmitter and carried
directly to the antenna by means of
70 -ohm coaxial line. The transmit-
ter is crystal -controlled and the
power amplifier stage is plate -modu-
lated by the 90 -cps and 150 -cps sig-
nals from the motor -alternator unit.
Pure carrier from the grid circuit
of this amplifier is used to excite a
sideband generator, the plate cir-
cuit of which is fed by the modula-
tion voltage. Under these condi-
tions and if the tubes and circuit
are balanced and operating under
class C conditions, the output volt-
age will be proportional to sin qt
sin wt where q/27r and (o/2n are the
modulation and carrier frequencies
respectively. This output contains,
therefore, only sidebands (no car-
rier) corresponding to the modula-
tion and carrier frequencies, and is
used to feed the sideband antenna.

The division of energy among the
three (or more) sideband pairs is
achieved by the fixed system of
quarter -wave transmission line
transformers shown in Fig. 6, re-
quiring no field adjustments. This
is a most desirable feature in a
program of this magnitude in which
it is frequently necessary to have
installations made and maintained
by personnel of limited technical
qualifications. The loads (R) are
all equal to each other and are es-
sentially 70 ohms resistive.

120 February 1945 - ELECTRONICS



The desired current ratio is
1:0.5 :0.3, hence the de-

sired power ratio is P,:P5:P, =
1:0.25:0.09. The power input to
each transformer section being
E°2/R', it follows that (1/R0%) :
(1/R,)/2) : (1/Ro',) = 1 :0.25 :0.09, and
since Z02, = R.R,,' etc., the char-
acteristic admittances have the
same relative values as the currents.
The impedance Z. is selected to
match the parallel impedances of
the three sections to the source R,,.
The value of Zo, is chosen to result
in practical dimensions for the var-
ious conductors and for this reason
is different from R.

Audio Hybrid Circuit

The phasing, which determines
on which side of the course the
main lobe of each modulation pat-
tern occurs, is accomplished in a
special audio hybrid circuit. Re-
ferring to Fig. 5, the 90 -cps source
and the 150 -cps source are con-
nected into a balanced center -
tapped transformer. The center -
tapped winding is loaded symmetri-
cally by the sideband generator
plate circuit and the main transmit-
ter p.a. plate circuit. Under these
conditions, the 90 -cps components
in these loads are in phase with
each other, and the 150 -cps com-
ponents are out of phase.

This same relationship (or the
reverse, depending on the polarities
of the coupling transformers) per-
sists up to and including the an-
tenna array, thus producing modu-
lation field patterns similar to that
in Fig. 2. In order that these phase
relationships be obtained, it is
necessary that the loads presented
by the two coupling transformers,
T, and T be purely resistive and
equal. If they are not purely resis-
tive, it is likely that they will not
have the same phase angle and
usually their reactance will differ
for the two modulation frequencies.
This disturbs the desired phase re-
lations and results in interaction
between the two audio -frequency
sources by virtue of the unbalance
in transformer To.

In the actual equipment, the
phase angles of the loads presented
by T, and T2 are of the order of two
or three degrees. The value of this
phase angle is affected chiefly by
the self inductances of the various

transformer windings (and the in-
ductor L,), which are several hun-
dred henrys or more (although,
due to the magnitudes involved, the
leakage reactance may become im-
portant without the necessary pre-
cautions)

Modulation Percentage

The 200 -watt carrier is modu-
lated 100 percent on course, assum-
ing no voice channel; with voice on
the same carrier, the 90 and 150 -cps
modulation would be correspond-
ingly less. With peak modulation by
both 90 cps and 150 cps, each of
these frequencies modulates the
carrier only 50 percent. A useful
modulating power of 25 watts at
each frequency is, therefore, re-

ator must furnish about 100 watts.
With 100 percent modulation on

course (where the contribution
from the side -band loops is zero),
the modulation off course will in
general differ from 100 percent and
will vary with azimuth due to the
radiation pattern of the array. It
might offhand appear that if the
carrier is itself modulated 100 per-
cent, the superposition of radiation
from the sideband loops would re-
sult in overmodulation everywhere
except on course. This is not the
case. Radiation from the sideband
loops adds to the carrier modula-
tion for one of the modulation fre-
quencies, but subtracts for the
other, so that the net result can be,
and for most values of azimuth is
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FIG. 9-Variation of clearance with sideband current in carrier loops

quired. With a plate efficiency of
the order of 50 percent in the p.a.,
the actual power required is more
nearly 50 watts, and considering
further that a like amount is re-
quired by the sideband generator
(actually somewhat more due to the
lower efficiency of the latter), it can
be seen that each modulation gener-

It is easy to show that if the secondary
of a transformer is loaded by a resistive
load R. and if the self -reactance of the
secondary winding is X = kR, then the im-
pedance looking into the primary will have
a phase angle equal to tan -1 (1 /k 1, assum
lug no leakage rea eta nee. For this angle to
be three degrees for R=10,000 ohms, S
must he at least 190,000 ohms, which re-
quires the self-inductance (at 90 cps) to be
340 henrys. On the other hand. such large
inductances introduce the problem of leak-
age reactance. If the reflected impedance
is of the order of 1,000 ohms, then the
leakage reactance cannot exceed about 50
ohms (or roughly 0.1 henry).

less than 100 percent modulation
(see Fig. 7). It is evident that
overmodulation does not occur ex-
cept between 5 deg and 15 deg off -
course, and the maximum is only
128 percent.

Insertion of Voice Channel

It is sometimes desirable to be
able to operate a voice channel on
the localizer to permit phone con-
tacts with a pilot prior to or during
an actual approach. This is easily
done, the insertion of the voice mod-
ulation being made in the hybrid
circuit consisting of transformers
To, T, and T, (Fig. 5). Voice sig-
nals are introduced by a third
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transformer 17',, in Fig. 8) also
having a center -tapped secondary
forming a second balanced circuit.
In this manner, the 90 -cps and 150 -
cps signals are kept out of the voice
equipment. Resistor R is used to
maintain balance on T,. The voice
channel in both transmitting and
receiving equipment has a low -fre-
quency limit of about 200 cps to
avoid interference with the basic
localizer frequencies. When voice
is used, the localizer frequencies are
made to produce a peak modulation
of the order of 60 percent to 70 per-
cent, the balance being available
for voice. It should be noted that
voice modulation is radiated by the
carrier antenna only, and the space
pattern will be that of the latter.

Stability Considerations

Since the stability of the system
depends partly on the stability of
relative r -f phases, the sideband
generator is driven, as stated, di-
rectly from the unmodulated grid
tank of the transmitter power
amplifier. All r -f energy is carried
over coaxial copper lines with air
dielectric, and the lines to the an-
tenna array are filled with dry air
under low pressure to prevent
breathing of moisture. An experi-
mental installation utilizing solid -
dielectric cables throughout has
been made. If satisfactory, these
cables would evidently be ptefer-
able to air dielectric lines.

The system is inherently quite
stable for any reasonable variation
in the several parameters. The
alignment of the course is not af-
fected by any change except one
which in some way modifies the
symmetry of the patterns about

the direction of the course. This
might result from mechanical in-
jury to one side of the array, or to
a failure of one only of the two mod-
ulation sources.

Consider clearance C as defined
above. Figure 4 shows the normal
variation of C with azimuth for a
typical installation in normal oper-
ation. It will be noticed that for
certain directions C is infinite,
whereas for other directions it goes
through minima. There are two
factors of principal interest from
the standpoint of maintenance. One
is the phasing of the carrier an-
tenna with respect to the sideband
antenna, and the other is the ratio
k., of sideband current in the car-
rier antenna as compared to that in
the first sideband pair. Both of
these depend to a large extent on
the transmitting equipment, and
particularly on the transmitter
proper. A departure of either of
these factors (but not both) from
normal will affect the values of min-
imum clearance, but not the posi-
tion of these minima relative to the
course (see Appendix I).

Figure 9 shows the variation of
minimum clearance values with
variation of ko for a is/2, and
Fig. 10 shows the corresponding
variation with a for the normal
value of k,. (The curves marked S
represent course sharpness. or
clearance at 0 = 1.52.) A departure
of either a or k from normal re-
duces the value of one or more of
the clearance minima, yet a change
in k by 40 percent or a change in
a of 45 degrees results in clear-
ances not smaller than 6 db.
Both of these minima are adequate
for proper operation provided the

aircraft receiver has sufficient au-
dio gain. Figure 11 shows corre-
sponding effects for changes in the
current of the third (outermost)
sideband pair.

A pertinent question commonly
raised concerns the effect of unbal-
ance in the sideband generator, re-
sulting for example from the fail-
ure of one of the tubes. The most
evident effect is to introduce car-
rier into the sideband loops, and
the consequent radiation will
merely distort somewhat the overall
carrier space pattern. Another ef-
fect is to reduce the sideband out-
put, which amounts to increasing
the value of k in Fig. 9. However,
even if one of the tubes fails com-
pletely, this effectively increases ko
by a factor of about 2; Fig. 9 shows
the relatively small effect of this on
clearance and sharpness. There is
no need for using matched tubes.

To insure the maximum possible
stability of the system, the equip-
ment is itself designed to be
stable within very close tolerances
over a wide range of ambient and
service conditions, as is done with
all equipment used in CAA facili-
ties.

Monitoring the Runway Localizer

The above study of the opera-
tional changes to be expected when
different parameters vary has
pointed the way to the method of
monitoring the localizer. The ques-
tion of monitoring the localizer (as
well as the other parts of the sys-
tem) is naturally important since
the equipment is unattended in all
installations.

The first and obvious concern is
with the proper alignment of the
course. In the first installations a
field detector was placed 150 feet
from the antenna, directly on either
the front or back course. The posi-
tion of the course is, however, rela-
tively stable and independent of
some of the more likely malfunc-
tionings of equipment such as de -
tuning of transmitter p.a. or side -
band generator. On the other hand,
such variables do affect the clear-
ance off course, and a receiver lo-
cated on course would not reveal
these changes.

It is important to have ample
clearance off -course to avoid seri-
ous confusion to a pilot. A receiver
is therefore located about 50 de -
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The CAA 
Instrument Landing System... 
Details of localizer transmitter, sideband generators, marker transmitters, monitor units, 
and receivers used in planes to feed the cross -pointer indicator for the blind landing system 
now officially adopted for civil aviation in this country. This concluding part also analyzes 

effects of nearby hills and buildings on localizer performance 

THE INSTALLATION PROGRAM for 
the radio instrument landing 

system adopted by the Civil Aero- 
nautics Administration for use 
throughout the United States is al- 
ready under way, and will attain 
full volume after the war. The re- 
sulting new equipment require- 
ments at airports and for localizer 
and marker receivers in planes con- 
stitute an important post-war mar- 
ket for radio equipment and com- 
ponent manufacturers. With stand- 
ardized facilities throughout the 
country, civilian flying can be- 
come increasingly independent of 

weather conditions and thereby 
achieve greater popularity. 

In the first part of this article, 
in the February 1945 issue of ELEC- 
TRONICS, an overall picture of the 
new system was given, including 
general descriptions of the three 
main elements at an airport-the 
runway localizer, the marker trans- 
mitters and the glide path localizer. 
Technical features of the runway 
localizer will now be taken up in 
detail. 

Localizer Transmitter 

The localizer transmitter proper 

Carrier and a// sidebands>z, carrier antenna 

Sidebands only Field monitors 
}To sideband antenna 

Phaser 

Sideband 
generator Hybrid 

transformer 
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II 
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FIG. 13-Block diagram of overall localizer system with associated units 

is an ordinary crystal -controlled 
type with the usual frequency mul- 
tipliers, producing about 200 watts 
of carrier which can be plate modu- 
lated. Connections are made to the 
grid tank of the power amplifier, 
for exciting the sideband gener- 
ator, by means of i -inch coaxial 
line (air dielectric). The power 
taken for this purpose is between 
five and ten watts, of which only a 
small portion is used to drive side - 
band generator tubes (type 8001); 
most of it supplies losses in the 
circuits necessary to build up the 
grid voltage to the required value. 
In one particular arrangement 
used, the grid circuit of the side - 
band generator is tuned to parallel 
resonance and the line from the 
transmitter is made effectively a 
half -wave to reflect as high an im- 
pedance as possible to the p.a. grid 
tank, thereby minimizing the dis- 
turbing effect on this tank. 

The design of a satisfactory side - 
band generator presents the usual 
problem of a class C amplifier for 
the frequencies involved, but in 
this case some of the factors are 
more critical. Thus, it is impera- 
tive that the plate circuit have very 
love losses and be balanced if a sat- 
isfactory value of plate efficiency 
is expected. Small unbalances cause 
considerable drop in efficiency due 
to the carrier current introduced as 
well as due to the drop in sideband 
power. A low efficiency in turn re- 
sults in larger alternators, which is 
undesirable for obvious reasons. 
The efficiency of the units now in 
use is of the order of 40 percent. 

The efficiency of the grid circuit 
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... Part II 

By PETER CAPORALE 
Chief, Radio Engineering Section 
Civil Aeronautics Administration 

Washington, D. C. 

is also important from the stand- 
point of minimizing the power ab- 
sorbed from the transmitter. An 
important consideration in the de- 
sign of the sideband generator is 
that of stability (and its associate, 
resetability) over the range of serv- 
ice conditions. In practice the 
equipment is adjusted properly and 
then permitted to operate unat- 
tended. Variations in temperature, 
humidity or line voltage which may 
occur during such operation should 
not affect the tuning of the unit ap- 
preciably. If it becomes necessary 
to readjust the tuning controls for 
any reason, it should be possible to 
set them properly without having 
to readjust the antenna system. To 
this end, the tuning elements have 
been made heavy and rigidly 
mounted and the controls provided 
with very slow drives. 

Associated Units 

A phaser unit is included as an 
integral part of the sideband gen- 
erator to assist in phasing the side - 
band antennas, as a whole, with re- 
spect to the carrier antennas. A 
monitor, consisting of a 6H6 rec- 
tifier with a d -c milliammeter, is 
capacitively coupled to the r -f out- 
put of the sideband generator, and 
is used also to assist in tuning. A 

block diagram of the localizer trans- 
mitter with its associated units is 
given in Fig. 13. 

The phaser used is made up of a 
variable length of coaxial line 
folded back on itself. The total 
range of variation of phase is 45 
deg for each phaser, or a total of 
90 deg for the sideband antennas 

Marker station, with antennas and counterpoise 

since they have two of these in 
series. By using the proper fixed 
lengths of transmission lines, the 
phasing adjustments for the side - 
band antennas (relative to the car- 
rier) are brought within the range 
of the phaser units. 

In the same rack with the side - 
band generator are mounted the 
amplitude and phase control unit, 
the hybrid unit and the controls for 
the alternators supplying 90 cps 
and 150 eps. These latter controls 
permit the voltages of the two ma- 
chines to be varied simultaneously 
and also permit the ratio of the two 
voltages to be varied: This latter 
is convenient as it provides com- 
pensation for any slight discrimin- 
ation, in the system, between the 
two frequencies; it also provides a 
means for correcting a slight mis- 
alignment of the course (say one- 
half degree). The alternators them- 
selves are driven by and mounted 
on a common shaft with a syn- 

chronous motor to stabilize both 
frequency and output voltage. 

The only other equipment in the 
localizer building is the control 
rack and an engine generator (for 
standby power) in an adjacent 
room. The rack contains Strowger 
equipment for remote operation and 
a monitor panel which provides 
visual indication of the output of 
the course monitor, and contains a 
jack for checking the output of the 
clearance monitor. This is mainly 
used in the tuneup process as de- 
scribed later. 

Figure 14 shows a typical layout 
of a localizer without standby 
equipment. The equipment itself 
is, however, all designed for adap- 
tation into a main -and -standby ar- 
rangement with means for remote 
(but not automatic) changeover. 

Coaxial Lines and Radiators 

All transmission line (except 
that used between transmitter and 
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sideband generator) is of the i -inch 
coaxial, air -dielectric type filled 
with nitrogen at a pressure of about 
five pounds. The balanced line orig- 
inally used was practically impos- 
sible to keep balanced and resulted 
in variable and haphazard phase re- 
lationships that made of the sys- 
tem an amorphous complex very 
difficult to adjust Coaxial line does 
away with all this trouble and is 
easier to handle. The transforma- 
tion from unbalanced to balanced 
line, to feed the balanced radiators, 
is done very close to the radiators 
themselves by a quarter -wave sec- 
tion of balanced line. The coaxial 
line is then matched by an appro- 
priate stub on the generator side 
of the balancing section. 

The radiators themselves are 
mounted on pipe pedestals set in 
concrete and are about four feet 
above the effective ground plane. 
This is the plane on which occur re- 
flections which reach the aircraft 
making a normal approach, and is 
usually the level of the runway. 
The actual height of the antennas 
above ground frequently is consid- 
erably greater than four feet. 

The array is mounted in a long 
wooden shelter (for protection 
against the weather) either in- 
tegral with or separate from the 
main building. Eight loops cover- 
ing a span of 1600 electrical de- 
grees are used in most installa- 
tions, though ten loops are used 
where it is necessary to increase 
directivity (to clear obstructions). 
In either case, however, the height 
of the structure is such as to clear 
a 40:1 angle with respect to the 
nearest end of the runway as a 
safety precaution for aircraft mak- 
ing low -angle landings or take -offs. 

Marker Transmitters 

The marker transmitters (which 
are all alike except in the modula- 
tion frequency) are straightfor- 
ward crystal -controlled affairs with 
an output of some 4 to 6 watts at 
75 Mc. They were designed as 
standard units to be used either in- 
dependently (as in this case) or as 
driver units for multipliers or 
power amplifiers. Three of these 
markers are usually employed at 
distances of approximately 200 ft 
(inner marker), 4800 ft (middle 
marker) and 4.5 miles (outer 
marker), all from the approach 

end of the runway. These are mod- 
ulated respectively at 3,000 cps 
(unkeyed), 1,300 cps (keyed at six 
dots per second) and 400 cps 
(keyed at two dashes per second). 
The aircraft generally starts the 
approach glide over the outer 
marker at an altitude of approxi- 
mately 1,000 ft and a glide angle of 
roughly two degrees. This brings 
it over the inner marker at about 
fifty feet. 

The marker antenna is simply a 
linear horizontal radiator, one 
wavelength long, fed at the center 

Instrument console used in control tower 
for operation and supervision of localizer 

and supported above a counter- 
poise at a height of 47 deg for the 
boundary marker and 90 deg for 
the middle and outer markers. The 
radiator is aligned with the axis of 
the runway and its radiation pat- 
tern is relatively narrow in a direc- 
tion parallel to this axis and con- 
siderably broader in a direction at 
right angles to the runway; it fur- 
ther has an appreciable gain in the 
vertical direction. The exact pat- 
tern shape is unimportant and in 
general, not more than one or two 
watts are used to drive the antenna. 

Monitor and Control Units 

Of some interest is the monitor 
and control equipment used with 
the system. It has two basic pur- 
poses: to permit the various facil- 
ities to be turned on or off from the 
control room, and to provide visual, 

aural and graphic indication of the 
performance of the system. To ac- 
complish this, a set of control lines 
connects each part of the system 
with the control room. Signals 
(from field monitors at the local- 
izer and from the equipment itself 
at the markers) are brought in 
over these lines and amplified, fil- 
tered and rectified so they can op- 
erate the various instruments. In 
many cases, it is undesirable to 
place this rack in the control tower 
and a separate instrument console 
is used in the latter position. This 
console carries only indicating in- 
struments and start -stop switches. 

To minimize the size and cost of 
the equipment, a single recorder 
and a single alarm circuit are used 
to monitor all parts of the system. 
This is accomplished by a commu- 
tator device which scans the vari- 
ous functions at the rate of one 
minute per function for the re- 
corder and 10 seconds per function 
for the alarm. 

The operator thus has continu- 
ous indication of levels and clear- 
ance and at the same time, a loud 
gong will warn him of faulty oper- 
ation even if he does not happen to 
notice his instruments. The graph- 
ical record is of value in controll- 
ing the operation and maintenance 
of the system. 

The localizer portion really moni- 
tors clearance off course, as already 
stated, and only indirectly moni- 
tors course alignment and signal 
level. Clearance is measured by fil- 
tering and separately rectifying the 
90 -cps and 150 -cps components and 
then applying them through a dif- 
ferential circuit to a microammeter 
(see Fig. 15). The sum (instead 
of the difference) of these compon- 
ents is applied to another microam- 
meter for indicating level. An es- 
sentially similar circuit is used in 
the aircraft receiver, except that 
the level indicator is omitted. 

The two audio filters present a 
problem of design due to the wide 
range of temperature over which 
they are expected to operate. With- 
out special precautions, their in- 
sertion loss varies with tempera- 
ture (due mostly to capacitor vari- 
ation) and not at the same rate for 
the two filters. Both clearance and 
level indications would thus be ser- 
iously affected. Special capacitors 
and special inductor construction 
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are used to minimize these varia- 
tions. To the same end, all recti- 
fiers (of the copper -oxide or se- 
lenium type) are kept in an auto- 
matic oven at practically constant 
temperature. 

Receivers Used in Planes 

The localizer aircraft receiving 
equipment consists chiefly of a 
straightforward superheterodyne 
receiver covering the necessary fre- 
quency band. The output of the 
receiver may either be used aurally 
or visually. For the latter case, the 
output is separated into its 90 -cps 
and 150 -cps components by band- 
pass filters, rectified and the dif- 
ference between the two rectified 
voltages applied to the visual indi- 
cator (see Fig. 16). 

The receiver used in the plane 
has provision for manual tuning as 
well as push-button tuning. A meter 
is used to measure the ave cathode 
current to indicate to the pilot 
whether or not an adequate r -f sig- 
nal is being received. Without this, 
it would be difficult to tell whether 
zero indication of the visual indi- 
cator was due to an equi -signal zone 
or merely no signal. Furthermore, 
if the receiver is not sufficiently 
controlled by ave, it will respond to 
variations in r -f field strength and 

the resulting variable a -f signal 
will cause the operation of the 
visual indicator to be erratic. As 
noted previously, the apparent 
clearance is a function of the ab- 
solute values of the two voltages 
as well as their difference. 

The antenna is a horizontal V 

of which each leg is approximately 
X/4 long and the included angle is 
about 80 deg. It feeds a balanced 
line connected to points several 
inches from the apex (selected to 
obtain a reasonable impedance 
match) . 

The marker receiver is also a 

superheterodyne receiver, but with 
a crystal -controlled oscillator. Fig- 
ure 17 shows the manner in which 
the audio output of this receiver 
is utilized to operate one of three 
small lamps (on the instrument 
board) depending on which of the 
three markers is being received. 
These lamps are actually operated 
from the a -c power supply, and the 
receiver output serves merely to 
control the current through the 
lamps. Within narrow limits, the 
brilliance of the lamps varies with 
the intensity of the received signal. 

Effect of Mountainous Terrain 

Of considerable importance in the 
operation of the localizer is the to- 
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FIG. 14-Typical layout of equipment in localizer transmitter building 

FIG. 15-Differential circuit used in monitor 
for localizer 

pography of the surrounding ter- 
rain as well as the presence of large 
objects (such as trees, hills, build- 
ings) in the vicinity of the antenna 
array. These factors can introduce 
signal reflections that interfere 
seriously with the production of a 
desired pattern. The effects of 
these factors may be to distort or 
otherwise affect the course, or to 
affect the clearance at various 
values of azimuth, or both. 

The effect of topography may be 
seen by reference to Fig. 18, which 
shows the ground profile along some 
particular value of azimuth. With 
such ground there is more than one 
point (Q, Q', etc.) from which the 
reflected ray reaches the point P. 
Consider first, the reflection at Q. 

This can be replaced by the image 
antenna b below the plane AB of 
the reflecting surface. The field at 
P is then, for small values of 9, 
approximately equal to 

(2ckc/),) (hH/r ). 
If an additional reflecting point 

Q' exists, it will introduce another 
image at a different position in 
space, and the radiation from this 
image is to be added (with proper 
consideration of phase) to the 
above. The only effect of these re- 
flections, however, is on the abso- 
lute amplitude of the field. The 
various components of the field 
(carrier, 90 -cps sidebands and 150 - 
cps sidebands) are all equally af- 
fected and their relationships are 
not disturbed. There will therefore 
be no changes in clearance (or 
course bends) due to the vertical 
profile of the ground. The changes 
in field strength can, however, be 
quite large in certain extreme 
cases, resulting in surges and fades 
which may take the receiver com- 
pletely out of ave. This is found in 
certain vhf ranges located in moun- 
tainous territory, but not usually 
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FIG. 16-Simplified diagram of aircraft receiver used in planes to feed one section 
of the cross -pointer instrument that guides the pilot down along the glide path 

in instrument landing facilities 
where the usable zone is not too 
rough in contour. It is, of course, 
necessary to avoid protubrances or 
large vertical objects which might 
interfere with line of sight. 

Effect of Reflecting Structures 

Reflections which are not wholly 
in a vertical plane are far more im- 
portant since the horizontal radia- 
tion patterns are involved. A re- 
flecting surface will receive two 
signals of different magnitude for 
the two modulation frequencies. It 
will reflect these unequal signals 
to some point where they will be 
superimposed on the signals nor- 
mally present at this point, and 
thereby disturb the ratio between 
the two modulation frequencies. In 
other words, the reflector affects 

the clearance at points receiving 
the reflected signals. In particular, 
if one of these points is on course, 
where clearance is normally zero, 
the reflector will introduce a course 
bend. 

In Appendix II is given the anal- 
ysis of the effect of a reflector par- 
allel to the course and located e deg. 
off course. The use of this partic- 
ular orientation for the reflector 
does not cause any loss in general- 
ity since the form of the resulting 
equation is not affected (the mag- 
nitudes of the results, however, 
are). Consider, for example, a re- 
flecting surface 4,000 feet away 
from the antenna at B = 10 deg. 
In this case ß- = 180 deg, G, = 2.05, 
G2 = 0.475 (see Fig. 4, Part I), 
hence at a point 8,000 ft away from 
the antenna along the normal di - 
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FIG. 17-Receiver arrangement used in planes to pick up the three marker signals 

rection of the course, the ratio of 
90 -cps field to 150 -cps field is, by 
using Eq. (4) of Appendix II, 

= 2.06 instead of unity as it 
should be. From Fig. 4, it is evi- 
dent that an aircraft at this point 
would have to move about 2.5 deg 
away from the normal course, and 
on the 150 -cps side, to find an actual 
course again. The magnitude and 
position of this course shift are 
obviously not tolerable. A hangar 
or building so situated with respect 
to a localizer would thus constitute 
a serious interference to its proper 
functioning. 

As pointed out in Appendix II, 
the height of the reflecting struc- 
ture determines the height of the 
point affected. Such structures 
should therefore be kept as low and 
as far from the antenna as possible. 
Consider, for example, a typical 
airport as indicated on Fig. 19. A 
fifty -foot structure 1,250 feet away 
from the localizer antenna will af- 
fect the entire approach path. By 
moving it away from the antenna, 
a smaller portion of the approach 
path is affected until at 4,000 feet 
it affects the path up to a point 
slightly beyond the inner marker. 
This maximum altitude at which a 
structure causes interference is the 
same all around a station. 

Actually, the probable effect of 
the reflector would not be as seri- 
ous as indicated above since the 
coefficient of reflection is not al- 
ways unity. In practice, it would be 
usually smaller-and possibly much 
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smaller-due chiefly to the geo- 
metric and electrical characteris- 
tics of the surface, and the angle 
of incidence. A rigorous analysis of 
any specific structure is obviously 
impracticable, but the above cal- 
culations give an approximation 
which permits quantitative esti- 
mate of the effects of reflecting 
structures and terrain with useful 
accuracy. 

APPENDIX II 
A radiator over a reflecting sur- 

face, such as the earth, acts mathe- 
matically as though it were asso- 
ciated with an image on the other 
side of the surface. If it also has a 
reflecting surface on its side, . it 
acts as though it were associated 
with three images. To avoid need- 
less complexity, in the application 
to the localizer, it is assumed that 
the reflecting surface is a vertical 
plane parallel to the course. There 
is no loss of generality in this as- 
sumption since the orientation af- 
fects the magnitude of the inter- 
ference phenomenon, through the 
geometry of the system, but not 
the form of the mathematical ex- 
pressions. 

Referring to Fig. 20 and as- 
suming that G is the horizontal pat- 
tern of the array as shown in Fig. 
4 and is taken as unity at O = 0, 
the fields at the point P due to the 
system are 

e, = cos w (t - r,,/c) ) 
eb = -cosw(t-rb/c) lra-aP (1) 
e, = -G cos w (t - r,/c 1 rb = bP, etc. 
ea = G cos w (t - ra/c) 

If r = OP, h - OA and f = OQ, then 
ro = r - h sin ß 
rb=r+h sin 0 
ro=ra+2f sin B 

= r -h sin 4' + 2f sin B 

ra=rb+2f sin B =r+h sin 0+2f sin B 

(2) 

Cross -pointer instrument used with new 
CAA instrument landing system 

If ß1- (27rh/ X) sin 0 and f32-11=.. (4rrf / A) sin 0, 

the sum is e = B cos (wt' - ¢) where 

B2=4sin2ß2(1-G cos ß1+G2) 
4,-a- tan ' [(1 -G cos 132)/G sin ß21 

e = 2 sin ßl (1 -G cos 132 + G2)" cos 
(wt' - 'l') (3) 

For a given reflecting surface, 
the value of G will be different for 
90 -cps and 150 -cps modulation. If 
subscript 1 is used for the first and 
2 for the second of these, then 

(e°o/eiso)2 - (1 
- Gi cos ß2 

(4) 4 
(1 - G2 cos ß2 { G?) 

It should be noted that the height 
of the reflection point H, is such 
that H,/g0 = tan cp. Reflections at 
higher points will affect higher 
points P, and vice versa. 

The above analysis is obviously 
elementary and is intended solely 
to provide a basis for estimating 
the probable effects of certain ob- 
structions. For more accurate 
work, it would be necessary to con- 
sider the attenuation of the inci- 

FIG. 18-Effect of ground profile on signal produced at P 
by localizer transmitter at point a near an airport 

dent signal because of distance, the 
detailed electrical characteristics 
of the reflecting surface, etc. The 
former of these can easily be ac- 
counted for by an appropriate 
modification of the factor G. The 
other factors introduce complex- 
ities beyond the purpose of this 
paper.., 

APPENDIX III 

The operation of the radiating 
system as described above (and in 
Appendix I) is predicated upon 
zero mutual inductance between the 
various radiating elements. This 
is obviously an impossible condi- 
tion. At the center of the array, 
especially, where the loops are close 
together and the current ampli- 
tudes are highest, there is a consid- 
erable amount of parasitic action. 
This is of two types : induced volt- 
ages in one or more sideband pairs 
due to currents in the carrier pair, 
and induced voltages in sideband 
pairs due to currents in a sideband 
pair. Parasitic currents in the car- 
rier pair due to currents in any 
sideband pair are similar to the sec- 
ond of these two types and mini- 
mized in the same manner described 
below. 

The parasitics in the sideband 
pairs must be reduced to a mini- 
mum in order to obtain the desired 
space patterns. This is accom- 
plished by choosing the proper 
length of transmission line to con- 
nect the two loops of a pair. The 
operation of this adjustment may 
be understood from the following 
considerations. 

Figure 21 represents, in simpli- 
fied schematic form, the equivalent 
circuit of the combination of car - 
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FIG. 19-Effect of structures of various heights (dotted profiles) 
on localizer signal 
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FIG. 20-Effect of reflecting surface on 
localizer signal 

FIG. 21-Equivalent circuit for carrier loops 
and one sideband pair 

rier loops and one (any) sideband 
pair. The former (the center 
mesh) are considered to be driven 
from a source e and the latter are 
driven only by induction from the 
center loops. The induced voltages 
in the sideband loops are in the 
same direction, as shown, and effec- 
tively in series. If the intercon- 
necting line were an integral num- 
ber of wavelengths long, the two 
induced voltages would effectively 
be in series -aiding (by virtue of 
the reversal in connections to one 
of the loops to permit feeding them 
out of phase). This would result 
in maximum parasitic current. By 
making the tie -line an odd number 
of half -waves long the voltages are 
effectively in series -opposing, and 
if the two loops are identical and 
symmetrically placed with respect 
to the center loops the parasitic 
current will be zero. The parasitic 
current in either loop is 

ip = k (ei - e-t/d) 

where tp is the phase shift intro- 
duced by the tie line. If the in- 

duced voltages are equal, the above 
expression can be written 

i,,'=k(2-2cos ,)1 /2 cos(wl - e) 

It is evident that if ¢ is my (n 
even), the magnitude of i; is zero, 
whereas for n odd, the magnitude 
of ip is a maximum, or 2k. Had 
the two loops been connected so 
they could be driven in phase the 
parasitic action would have been 
minimized by making ¢ an odd 
number of half -wavelengths, and 
maximized by making ¢ equal to 
an even number of half -wave- 
lengths. 

Figure 22 shows the magnitude 
of iP (in percent of its maximum 
value 2k) for various values of ¢. 
A departure from the optimum 
value of ¢ by five or six degrees 
(slightly over an inch for 4 -inch 
coaxial line, air dielectric, at 110 
Mc) results in a parasitic current 
equal to four or five percent of 
maximum, and this can readily be 
observed. The length of tie line can 
therefore be adjusted quite accur- 
ately (to within several degrees). 

The adjustment of the length of 
the line can, of course, be made by 
observing the parasitic currents as 
the length is varied. In practice, 
this is tedious and a much simpler 
procedure is used. This is based on 
the fact that the induced voltage in 
each loop causes a voltage wave to 
travel along the tie -line toward the 
other loop. In the case of parasitics 
in sideband loops due to current in 
the carrier loops there are thus two 
voltage waves traveling in opposite 
directions. At the center of the line 
these voltages will be equal and 
opposite so that the effective volt- 
age across the line is zero. This is, 
in effect, a short-circuit and an 
actual short-circuit can be placed 
at that point without changing any- 
thing. The procedure then is to 
connect slightly more than half the 
anticipated tie -line to one of the 
loops, with a short circuit at the 
free end. This simulates the pres- 
ence of the other half of the sys- 
tem, and the position of the short 
is adjusted until the parasitic cur- 
rent in the loop is a minimum. (A 
tuned thermocouple meter is used 
to read this current.) The final po- 
sition of the short represents the 
exact center of the system; the feed 
line is connected at this point, and 
the line to the other loop is made 

an exact duplicate of that used for 
the measurement. 

In the case of parasitics in one 
pair of sideband loops due to cur- 
rent in another pair, the voltages 
at the center of the line (due to 
parasitics) are in phase and hence 
the above procedure is not appli- 
cable. The more direct procedure 
is in this case also the simplest, 
and the two loops are set up and 
the length of the tie -line adjusted 
for minimum induced currents. 
The feed line is then connected to 
the exact center of the tie -line. 

It is obviously impossible to min- 
imize both types of parasitic cur- 
rents by the adjustment of a single 
parameter since the requirements 
are conflicting. The second type 
described has been neglected in the 
tuning procedure so far used, with 
no serious ill effects. Further work 
may reveal the desirability of elim- 
inating this form of coupling, of 
which the chief objection is its in- 
fluence on the effective phase of 
radiation from the loops affected. 

The placement of the feed point 
at the exact center of each sideband 
pair is quite important since it af- 
fects the angles at which radiation 
nulls occur (as well as parasitic 
currents). If the distances from 
the feed point to the two loops dif- 
fer from each other by u electrical 
degrees, the pattern is given by 
p = k sin (u -1- S sin 0) , so that 
nulls occur for values of 0 satisfy- 
ing the relation u -{- S sin O = n ir, 
where n = 0, 1, 2, etc. If u = 0 and 
n = 0, then O = 0 for all the side - 
band pairs, so that on course 
(0 = 0) no contribution is made 
by the sideband loops. This is as it 
should be. If u 0, the null will 
occur at some value of O other than 
zero. If all the sideband pairs had 
nulls at this same value of 0, the 

-Loops /80° 
out of' phase 

Loops 
in phase 

W, 
'100' 120 r44 160 = reo : 

'Tie -Line ir(Dégrq¢ 

FIG. 22-Variation of parasitic current in 
a loop with the length of the tie -line 
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Crysta-controlled localizer transmitter 

course would also be at this angle. 
It is more likely that the nulls will 
occur at different angles. In either 
case, at O = 0 there will be unequal 
amounts of the two modulation 
frequencies due to the unsymmet- 
rical contribution from the side - 
band loops. To establish a course 
at this position, therefore, it will 
be necessary to unbalance the out- 
puts of the 90 -cps and 150 -cps 
sources by a corresponding amount. 
Under these circumstances, the 
course may be ill-defined and broad. 
Furthermore, it will be less stable 
than normal since now its -align- 
ment is determined by more factors 
than in the normal arrangement 
where the sideband loops contribute 
nothing to the on -course signal. 
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NOTE: On page 121 of l'art I of this 
article in the Feb. 1915 issue, in the right- 
hand column just under Eig. 9. is a state- 
ment concerning percent modulation at vari- 
ous azimuth values. The inthor points out 
that actually the modulation percentage is 
always at least 1110 percent, although for 
most values of azimuth it is not greatly in 
excess of this value. 
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